We comment on a recent paper [1] by Deng et al. in which the Eddington-Robertson parameters for our modified gravity theory (MOG) are derived. We show by explicit calculation that the role of the vector field φµ cannot be ignored in this derivation.
appears in sums also containing the trace of the matter stress-energy tensor. Clearly, this term can be omitted only if the condition ωm 2 k 2 φ µ φ µ /c 2 ≪ T is satisfied. Otherwise, this term must be retained. Considering our spherically symmetric, static vacuum solutions, this is precisely the case: for instance, in the near vacuum of the outer solar system, T is vanishingly small, yet φ 0 is nonvanishing due to the "fifth force" influence of the Sun. Even near the Sun, for instance along the path of a radio signal received from distant spacecraft at opposition, the energy density associated with the fifth force vector field is comparable to the energy density of the local medium.
To demonstrate this through explicit calculation, we begin with the following equations from [1] , ignoring terms of order O(ǫ 4 ) and higher:
from which it follows that
, and ∂ µ ω∂ µ ω ∝ ǫ 4 can all be ignored at the ǫ 2 level. Terms quadratic in B µν can also be ignored, leading us to rewrite Eq. (12) from [1] as follows:
The 00-component of (12) can be written, using (3), (A14), and (A17), as
or, after simplification, while making use of (25) and (A13), we obtain a modified version of (A18) of [1] :
G .
(A18) In a similar vein, we obtain the ij-component of (12). First, we make use of the gauge condition (32) in [1] and rewrite (A11) from [1] as
Using (A11), we then write the ij-component of (12) as
After simplification, we obtain (A20) from [1] , again with slight modifications:
Next, we rewrite Eq. (20) from [1] as follows:
from which
(20a) Using (20a), we can rewrite (A18) as
and (A20) as
As in [1] , we define H ij = δ ij V . If we ignore terms containing φ i , we get
and
If
However, if φ 2 0 is the dominant term, we obtain
The quantity φ 0 is nonvanishing [3] :
r is determined by the magnitude of the source mass M (in this case, the mass of the Sun) and the inverse of the distance from the source. This expression allows us to calculate numerically the mass density associated with the vector field at a specific distance from the Sun, for instance at r = 0.1 A.U.:
In contrast, a typical proton density of 5 protons per cubic centimeter at a distance of 1 A.U. from the Sun (and assuming that the density of the solar wind falls off as 1/r 2 ) we get, at r = 0.1 A.U., given the proton mass at m p = 1.67 × 10 −27 kg, a proton mass density of
Given that these two values, ρ φ and ρ p , are comparable in magnitude, neither (A25) nor (A25a) properly represent the observed value of the Eddington-parameter γ. Further, one must consider significant fluctuations (up to an order of magnitude) in the solar wind mass density, making it likely that no constant value of θ can satisfy the stringent limits on γ from precision solar system observations.
